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Abstract

Opportunities arise in planning when changes in the environment make
new propositions available to the planner. Replanning methods often focus only on the negative eects that changes in the environment have
and therefore do not apply well. This paper introduces a method that is
specically focused on the opportunity problem. This method is based
on the potential graph structure. This potential graph is basically an
annotated version of the planning graph as used in many contemporary
planners. We show how this potential graph can be used to discover the
positive impact of opportunities. This information can then be used to
improve upon the plan by exploiting such opportunities. The benet of
this method over standard planning techniques is two-fold: rstly, it can
be used in an any-time algorithm. That is, when only little time is available, little improvements are quickly found. With more time available,
greater improvements may be found. Secondly, this technique helps us
focus on those parts of the plan that might be improved. Other parts
are not changed, which greatly adds to the eciency of the method. The
applicability of the method is demonstrated by some initial experiments.
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Introduction

Planning

is an important ability for intelligent agents to accomplish the goals

they have set for themselves, or to reach those that they have accepted from
others. The planning problem involves choosing actions the agent has to carry
out in order to move from the current state of the world to a state in which it
has achieved its goals. The outcome of the planning phase is a

plan :

a (possibly

partially ordered) list of actions that the agent has to take to achieve its goals.
Nowadays, a large number of systems is available that can help solving the
planning problem (see (Long and Fox, 2002) for an overview of state-of-the-art
planning systems).
This paper does not deal with plan generation, however. Instead, we focus
on the case in which a plan has already been constructed, and the planner
is informed of changes in the environment that do not aect the plan, but

opportunities.

There are two

categories of methods that could be applied to this problem:

planning and

which might be exploited. We call such changes
replanning methods.

Planning methods can be used to generate a new plan

from scratch. Although this approach works, it does not take into account the
work that has already been put in constructing the current plan. It might well
be that large parts of this current plan can be reused in the new plan.

The

other approach, replanning, is more focused on discovering and repairing things

wrong.

that go

Since in this case nothing goes wrong, replanning methods are

not very well suited either.
This paper tries to ll the gap that exists for such

opportunity problems.

The technique introduced by this paper to deal with such opportunities is called
the

potential graph

method. A potential graph encodes all possible uses of an

opportunity given some plan

P

and greatly facilitates in analyzing if and how

such an opportunity should be used in improving this plan. The potential graph
is, in fact, an annotated version of the planning graphs as introduced by Blum
and Furst (1997). By eectively using the annotations, we can severely restrict
the work that has to be done to extract improvements to the plan from these
potential graphs. Moreover, by the incrementally extending the potential graph,
we obtain an any-time algorithm, that quickly nds small improvements (if there
are any) and, given more time, is able to extract bigger improvements.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. First we formally present
the opportunity problem. Then we discuss the planning graph as used in Graphplan and extend these planning graphs by including annotations. Furthermore,
we show how this annotated planning graph can be used to nd positive eects
of opportunities on a given plan. After that we present some initial experimental
results. Finally, we conclude and give pointers to future work.

2

The Opportunity Problem

This section briey recapitulates the classical planning and replanning problems
in order to dene our interpretation of some common terms.

After that we

introduce the Opportunity Problem, the central problem of this paper.

The Planning Problem

In this paper we consider the STRIPS represen-

tation of classical planing problems.
world at a given time is described by
erty is true.

In this representation the state of the

propositions, stating that a certain prop-

An example of such a set of propositions describing a state is

{truck (A), at(A, Amsterdam), driver (A, Tom)}, describing that a truck A is currently in Amsterdam and that its driver is Tom.
one state to another. Each action

eff (a),

a

Actions dene transitions from

has preconditions

which is split in a addition list

add (a)

pre(a),

and an eect list

and a deletion list

del (a).

A

planning problem Π = (I, O, G) in this representation consists of a set of initial
propositions
tions

O.

The

I

and a set of goal propositions

G,

as well as a list of possible ac-

solution to a planning problem is a partially ordered set of actions

from

O,

called a

plan, P

that can be executed from the initial propositions

and which achieves a state that satises the goals

The Replanning Problem
is a solution to

Π,

Given a problem

I

G.

Π = (I, O, G) and a plan P

that

several things may happen due to a changing environment.

For example, if a truck breaks down or a driver gets ill, some propositions are
removed from the initial state.
the goal state to grow.

Π0 = (I 0 , O0 , G0 )

Customers having extra requests may cause

In general, the problem may change to a problem

for which

P

may no longer be a valid solution, since

use actions that are no longer present in
no longer present in
the plan

P

I 0,

O0 ,

or attains only a subset of the goals

has to be adapted to a plan

P

0

P

may

may have preconditions that are

G0 .

In these cases,

Π0 .

that is a valid solution the

Thus,

a replanning problem consists of adapting a plan that has become faulty to a
plan that is a valid to the new situation.

The Opportunity Problem

The opportunity problem is a special case of

the replanning problem as dened before. From a problem
a solution

P

Π = (I, O, G)

and

, the environment changes in such a way that new propositions

become available in the initial situation. Thus, the planner is faced with a new
problem

Π0 = (I 0 , O, G),

where

I ⊆ I 0.

The question now is: can we make use

of these new propositions and improve the plan? Can we nd a plan
that

P

0

is a solution to

situation?

1

0

Π,

and

P

0

is more optimal than

P

P0

such

is, given the new

The solution we present to such opportunity problems is the

potential graph.

The potential graph is an annotated version of the Graphplan planning graph,
in which special marks are used to label the proposition nodes.

Using these

labels, we can deduce which part of the planning graph has to be searched for
improvements. First, the Graphplan planning graph is introduced, then we will
discuss its extension to the potential graph.
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The

Graphplan Planning Graph

The Graphplan (Blum and Furst, 1997) planning graph is an acyclic directed
leveled graph with two kinds of nodes.

tion levels
nodes).

An action node for an operator

sents an (instantiated) operator
node

t.

The levels alternate between

(containing proposition nodes) and

[p]

at level

t

o

o

action levels

at level

i,

(denoted by

that can be planned at step

corresponds to a proposition

p

that is

Precondition-edges connect action nodes at level

level

t

i

t.

[o]t )

repre-

A proposition

possibly

true at time

to their preconditions at

addition-edges connect actions to their add-eects in level

deletion-edges do the same for delete-eects at level

proposi-

(containing action

i+1

and

i + 1.

The rst level of the planning graph contains the propositions that are initially available (that is, the initial state

1 For

I

of a planning problem). Action level

this paper, we will assume that more optimal means uses less actions.

op1
op1
op2
op2
op3
op3

op4

Figure 1: An example planning graph. Delete edges are represented by dashed
lines. The other edges are either precondition or eect. No-ops are represented
by black dots.

i (i ≥ 1)

contains all nodes corresponding to actions

ditions are present in proposition level

i.

o

for which the precon-

Proposition level

i+1

comprises all

propositions that are the eect (either add- or delete-eect) of actions in action
level

i.

Thus, the conditions imposed on a planning graph are much weaker

than those imposed on valid plans:

all

actions that have their preconditions

present are included in a layer. To record which of those actions can actually be
used at the same time, the planning graph contains

mutex ) relations.

mutual exclusion (or simply

Two actions at a given level are mutex if no valid plan could

possibly contain both at that same time. Similarly, propositions are mutex if
they cannot be true at the same time. Two simple rules are used to nd most of

2 The rst declares two actions to be

the mutual exclusion relations for actions.

mutex when either of the actions deletes a precondition of the other. The second
marks two actions that have some of their preconditions marked as mutually
exclusive. Two propositions are marked as mutually exclusive when all ways of
creating the rst are exclusive of all ways that create the other.

Example 1 An example planning graph is depicted in Figure 1. This planning
graph starts with 3 initial propositions. Each of those can be propagated to the
next level by means of a noop action (the black dots). Furthermore, there are
three actions that can be instantiated using these propositions, each adding a new
proposition. Actions 1 and 2 also delete one of their preconditions (depicted by
dashed lines). Therefore, for example actions 2 and 3 are mutually exclusive:
2 Finding

all mutex relations may take exponential time.

The expansion of a potential graph
The algorithm to expand a planning graph from

i

layers to layer

i+1

proceeds as follows:

Algorithm 1 (Expand (G, (I, P, O, G), P0 ))

A potential graph G with i layers, a context (I, P, O, G) and opportunities P0
Output: The potential graph expanded with 1 level

Input:

begin
1. for

each proposition node [p]i do
add a noop operator producing [p]i+1
if [p]i is marked as dependent upon P0 then
mark [p]i+1 similarly
2. for each operator o ∈ o and each way of instantiating it to propositions
available at level i do
add an operator node [o]i+1 and its add and delete eects.
if any precondition [p0 ]i to [o]i+1 is marked as dependent upon P0
then

mark [p]i+1 similarly
3. for eachSpropostion [p]i+1 created do
if p ∈

a∈P

pre(a) ∪ add (a) then

mark [p]i+1 as present in P

end

action 2 deletes the precondition to action 3.

4

The Potential Graph

Now we come to the denition of the

potential graph.

A potential graph is a

planning graph for a specic context (in particular the set of initial propositions
and the plan

P)

in which some propositions are marked for special properties.

Denition 1 The potential graph of a set of propositions P0 given a plan P
for a planning problem (I, O, G) is a planning graph with the propositions P0 ∪
I in the rst layer. From there, a normal planning graph is constructed (as
described in the previous section), with one dierence. The proposition nodes
of the potential graph can be annotated with two dierent marks: utilisation
marks and presence marks. The former mark all propositions that are produced
with the help of P0 (also said to be dependent upon P0 ), the latter denote
that a proposition node is equal to a proposition being used
S in the plan (i.e. a
proposition node [p]i is marked with a presence node if p ∈ a∈P pre(a)∪add (a).
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Figure 2: An example potential graph. Horizontal lines are used to mark propositions with utilisation marks, vertical ones denote presence marks.

The creation of a potential graph is analogous to the creation of a planning
graph.

From Theorem 1 of Blum and Furst (1997) we know that a planning

graph can be constructed in polynomial time. Compared to a planning graph,
the potential graph requires no extra size, except for the marks (a constant
factor per proposition or action node). The only extra time needed is the time
to decide for each proposition in the graph whether it is a precondition or eect
of some action in the plan. This is clearly polynomial in the size of the plan.
Therefore, the creation of a potential graph is polynomial in the length of the
problem's description and the number of timesteps.

Example 2 We refer to the planning graph of Example 1. Suppose that a plan
is extracted from this graph that uses action 1 as its rst action, possibly followed
by some other actions.
Now assume that two more propositions become available (i.e. 2 opportunities arise) and that the potential graph is constructed. Part of this graph
is depicted in Figure 2. The two new propositions are horizontally shaded in
the gure (marked as P0 ). Vertically shaded are the preconditions to action 1
(marked with presence marks), and the eect of that action. Suppose that because of the new propositions, a new action 5 can be included in the graph. Its
add-eects are marked with utilisation marks, since they are produced with the
help of P0 . Note that the add-eect of action 1 is now marked twice: once for
being dependent upon a proposition in P0 and once for being present in the plan.

Proposition nodes

[p]i

that are marked twice are interesting: they are used

by some action in the plan, and the potential graph shows that they can be
obtained with the help of the new propositions. It is therefore possible that the
subplan of the current plan

P

that satises this precondition

a subplan that uses some propositions in

P0 .

p

is larger than

Thus, after every layer that is

created, the propositions that are marked twice are examined to see whether
they provide an opportunity to improve the plan. To do this, all plans

PX

are

extracted from the planning graph that may satisfy the interesting proposition.
Extraction is done basically as it is done in Graphplan. That is, we use a levelby-level approach: given a set of goals

Gt

t, we attempt to
t − 1 that have these goals

to attain at time

nd a set of actions (including no-op actions) at time

as add-eect. We require that at least one of these actions has a precondition
dependent upon

P0 ,

to ensure that we are making use of the opportunity. The

Gt−1 to attain at time t − 1.
t − 1, the goals at time t can be

preconditions to those actions form the set of goals
If we can nd a plan that attains
achieved in
already.

t

Gt−1

at time

timesteps. Some of these goals

Gt−1

may be available in the plan

In that case, we not only try to nd actions producing these goals,

but we also try to reuse these propositions from the plan.

If all goals

Gt−1

are either present in the plan, or are propositions that are initially available,
we have found a potential subplan to improve the present plan. This involves
nding a set of actions that can be removed from

P,

where after the remainder

used eect

of the plan and the extracted plan form a valid plan. Let a
action

a∈P

be a proposition

to some action

a0 ∈ P .

p ∈ add (a)

of an

that is used to satisfy a precondition

(Partial order planners would say a causal link

p

a → a0

exists.) We can then nd these actions in the following way.
First, we generate all combinations of satisfying preconditions from
propositions from

S

a∈P

add (a) ∪ I .

Px

by

For each of these combinations we can

check (by simulating the execution of the plan) whether we can obtain a state
in which all of the satisfying preconditions that we selected from
From that state, we simulate the execution of the extracted plan

P are true.
Px . Finally,

by doing a backwards search from the goals, we can obtain the actions that can
be executed from this state to obtain the goals. All actions that have not been
executed during the simulation can be removed from the plan. The resulting
plan

P0

is valid for obtaining

G

from

I.

If the number of actions that can be

removed is greater than the number of actions contained in

Px

then the plan

P0

that was created is a more optimal plan (in the number of actions used) than
the plan

P

with which we started.

There are several benets of the proposed solution over regarding the opportunity problem as a planning problem. First of all, in case an opportunity does
not lead to an improvement in any way, we do not require an extensive search
to nd this information, as it will be clear from the marked propositions in the
potential graph. Secondly, our method focuses the search on those parts of the
plan where an improvement is attainable. Other parts of the plan are ignored,
and thus require no computational resources. Thirdly, when using a planner,
you either nd no improvement or an almost optimal one.

Using a potential

The (simplied) Arithmetics Domain
Below is a Strips-like representation of the operators in the toy
domain. Note that this is not a particularly accurate description,
since it omits the fact that the same number may occur multiple
times in the same state. Adding a unique identier to each number
would be one way of solving this. Doing so, however, would make
the operators needlessly complex.

operator addition::
pre: (number ?i)∧(number ?j)
eff: (not number ?i)∧(not number ?j)∧(number ?i+?j)
operator multiplication::
pre: (number ?i)∧(number ?j)
eff: (not number ?i)∧(not number ?j)∧(number ?i*?j)
graph, it is possible to nd smaller improvements rst and bigger improvements
later on. This means we have an
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any-time

algorithm.

Experiments

Initial experiments to investigate the merits of the potential graph have been
carried out. As a proof of concept, we tried the method on a toy problem. This
problem is the following: given a multiset
and an integer number

I

g

I

of (integer) numbers to start with

to achieve, can we construct

g

from the numbers in

3 A Strips-like encoding of

using only addition and multiplication operators?

this domain can be found in the sidebar. In this domain, we investigated the use
of the potential graph method to optimize the current plan in the event of an
additional number becoming available. Although this problem has limited practical use, it serves well to get an understanding of the process. The remainder
of this section rst quickly explains the planner that was built for this domain.
After that, we show some results of applying the potential graph technique to
opportunity problems.
To generate the initial plans to start our experiments with, a special-purpose
planner was made.
as

3 × 5 = 5 × 3)

This plan uses simple domain-dependent heuristics (such
and backtracking to nd a solution.

This algorithm was

created such that it quickly nds an initial solution and improves upon that. For
example, within a second this planner nds an 11-step solution to the problem
with

I = {i, i + 1 | 1 ≤ i ≤ 6}

and

G = {331}.

In about 2 seconds it is able

to generate the 7-step plan of Figure 3. The planner takes about 19 seconds to
prove that the optimal plan is a plan of length 4:

3 This

((3 × 3) × (6 × 6)) + 7.

problem was inspired by small puzzles given away for free in bags of candy.

Figure 3: A plan with 7 steps to reach 331 from

{i, i + 1|1 ≤ i ≤ 6}.

Only the

numbers that are actually used ({1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 6, 7}) are shown.

The experiments we conducted proceeded as follows: we generated
dom input numbers with values in the range

[15n, 20n].

[1, 5],

n

ran-

and a goal in the range of

For these problems, we calculated an optimal plan, and then pre-

sented the system with a new available number of value

7.

Before showing the

resulting gures, we rst make some general (empirically established) remarks.
Firstly, running times are heavily dominated by the time it takes to create the
potential graph (which takes about 95%), and more specically by determining the mutual exclusion relations (approximately 80% of the running time).
Secondly, because of the strict requirement on the plans that can possibly be
extracted from the graph, only a very limited number of plans are actually extracted for further investigation. This is demonstrated by the fact that during
the extraction phase, only a small portion of the potential graph is actually visited (about 11% of the proposition nodes). This shows that the extraction phase
is really focused on a small part of the search space, where improvements can be
found. This is further illustrated by the fact that only about 1.5% of the proposition nodes are marked with both presence and utilisation marks (which makes
them potential candidates). Finally, note that we did not implement any of the
existing known optimizations (such as (Long and Fox, 1999)) to Graphplan.
Figure 4 shows the running times of the potential graph technique.

The

gure depicts average runtimes for problems with 5 to 10 initial numbers, with
one extra number (7) available as an opportunity, as described above. For each
problem, two runtimes were obtained:

(i) one using the standard potential graph
(ii) one in which the expansion is

creation algorithm as described above, and

a two phase process in which rst the marked propositions are expanded and
searched for a solution (this implies that on the last level, only the marked
propositions are expanded).
As one can see, the increase in time is almost linear in the number of initial
numbers. There is a sharp bend in the gure between 7 and 8 inputs, this is
caused by the fact that with 8 numbers, almost all of the potential graphs of this
size require an extra level to be expanded (as the goals are set to higher values
with more inputs). We can also observe that by using a two phase expansion
strategy, we can cut down the running times almost in half.
Of course, we are also interested in a comparison with general purpose planners that are faced with the same task. In theory, planners supporting PDDL

time to create (sec)

200

all
marked only

150
100
50
0

5

6

7
8
9
number of inputs

10

Figure 4: Experimental results

2.1 with numerical expressions (such as Metric-FF (Homann, 2003), and LPG
(Gerevini et al., 2003)) should support this domain. In practice however, we ran
into some problems (e.g. Metric-FF does not support multiplication and LPG
is not able to deal with goals on uents). Comparison with the special-purpose
planner built for this domain yielded no interesting results either. The specialpurpose planner is able to deal with this domain so well, that the potential
graph is no match for it. This comes as no surprise since domain-independent
techniques cannot exploit the knowledge that domain-dependent planners can
use.
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Conclusions and Future Work

We started this paper by arguing that most agents cannot do without a means to
deal with a dynamic environment, which changes due to causes outside of their
control. We also noted that this problem is mostly tackled from one point of
view: the plan repair view. This point of view focuses on how such unexpected
events may negatively inuence the plan, and how these negative eects can
by countered by repairing the plan. The other point of view is often neglected:
if an event does not have a negative eect on the plan, can the agent take
prot from it, and improve its plan? This paper coined the term

opportunity

for such possibly positive events. To be able to deal with such opportunities,
we introduced the

potential graph,

an annotated planning graph that can be

used to tell what positive eects may be achieved due to this opportunity. The
annotations are used to eciently search through such graphs for improvements
to the current plan.
We showed that a potential graph can be constructed in polynomial time
(just like a planning graph) and also in a similar way. This also holds for the
extraction phase: except for some small details this proceeds as the Graphplan
extraction phase.

However, whereas in Graphplan a single extracted plan is

enough, there may be multiple plans extracted from the potential graph. We
showed how we can determine whether an extracted plan leads to an improvement to the plan.
Finally, we reported preliminary experimental results of this method.

Al-

though the presented results are intended as a proof of concept, they do show
the validity of this technique. The experiments conrmed that the search for
improvements is focused on that part of the search space where improvements
can be found. They also showed that because of this ecient extraction, the
generation of the potential graph (and more specically the detection of mutual
exclusions) plays a heavy role in the overall results.
The work described here is related to work done on

repair,

replanning

and

plan

in the sense that we are also dealing with external events. Other work

on such problems was done by Hammond (1990) and Drabble et al. (1997), for
example. These methods investigate the impact of failing actions on the plan.
They can be applied when an action fails (i.e. certain propositions are asserted
that should not be, or vice versa) and the eects are required by other actions in
the plan. In this case, they try to nd actions to include in the plan to repair it.
However, as we indicated before, such methods are not applicable when they are
given (possibly) positive eects. This also holds for the work done by Gerevini
and Serina (2000).

Their work is of particular interest, because they too use

planning graphs during replanning. (When a replanning problem is encountered,
the associated planning graph is built and compared to the original plan to to
nd the implications of failures.)

Once again, these systems all have a plan

repair point of view and are not applicable to the problem that we try to tackle.
Further work obviously includes more general experiments using other domains, and hopefully comparison with a general purpose planner.

Since the

experiments show that the expansion phase is a major factor of the method,
improvements to the potential graph generation should also be investigated. Of
particular interest is whether heuristics can be developed that make it possible to cut down on the expansion of the potential graph. Another interesting
research area would be to apply this technique in a multi-agent environment.
Here, opportunities arise from the plans of other agents. As an example of this,
the potential graph structure could be embedded in a

plan merging

algorithm

(such as presented in Tonino et al. (2002)). These methods try to optimize plans
of dierent agents in a multi-agent environment. They do this by looking for
side-eects of each others plans: if the plans of agents
actions to reach some proposition

p,

A

and

B

both include

than one of those plans can be optimized,

by using the eect of the other plan. Usually, these methods only look at the

direct

applicability of each others eects. By using the potential graph method,

it would be possible to not just merge plans by looking at what common eects
are produced, but also by investigating further implications of each others side
eects. A plan merging technique could also present a better way to solve the
problem of determining whether some part of the plan can be replaced by the
extracted plan from the potential graph.
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